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I. The play
1. OVERVIEW
After many long years spent in political exile in Germany, poet Kerim Alakuşoğlu, who goes by the
pseudonym Ka, returns to Turkey. He is dispatched to Kars, a small town in eastern Turkey, on
behalf of a newspaper based in Istanbul, tasked with reporting back on the municipal elections
and investigating the story of the young veiled girls who are committing suicide, seemingly under
duress. Upon arriving in Kars, a snowstorm takes the town hostage, cutting it off from the rest of
the world. Deep inside, Ka knows that he has come to the town to reunite with Ipék, an old
university friend he is in love with. Ipék has recently divorced her husband, who is now standing
for election in Kars as a representative of the Islamic party. Amidst the turmoil of this highly risky
election, Ka finds himself caught up in the political and personal conflicts that are tearing the town
apart. He meets locals, secular republicans and conservative Islamists alike, both sides on a
mission to win his sympathies. He meets unforgettable characters such as the "terrorist" Lazuli,
Kadife, Ipék's sister turned face of the veiled girls, and fading actor Sunay Zaim. Working with the
latter, the intelligence services seize the snowstorm and the town's ensuing isolation as an
opportunity to launch a coup in the midst of a theatre performance, taking power and
reprimanding the Islamists before the elections can take place. Somewhere between comedy and
tragedy, Kars, the border town on the edge of the world, is in the grip of a historical moment
unlike any other.
Snow has forever formed a backdrop to history. It lends both cities and nature an unsettling
beauty that exists outside of time. It creates a buffer between worlds, setting the scene for
"extraordinary" events to come. And it becomes Ka's source of renewed poetic inspiration.
Ka lives through these events, jostled by his passionate love for Ipék and his restored creative
inspiration. He examines faith and his artistic aspirations, writing around twenty metaphorical,
sensual poems he entitles Snow, before the landmark events sweeping through the town
ultimately catch up with him.

2. AUTHOR'S NOTE
Snow is an epic novel, and Orhan Pamuk's richest and deepest. In its pages, the author explores
the key political challenges causing upheaval in present-day Turkey: Islamism, secularism,
nationalism, democracy, tradition and Europeanism, wealth and poverty. He does so with a
visionary sharpness in light of the events currently ripping through the world as we know it,
showcasing positions, beliefs, and the resilience of his protagonists without ever slipping into
over-simplification or populism.
Returning from exile in Frankfurt, the poet Ka is hired by an Istanbul newspaper to investigate the
story of the young veiled girls committing suicide in Kars, a town on Turkey's eastern border, and
to follow the municipal elections due to take place. In this border town cut off from the rest of the
world by a snowstorm, and in the throes of an incredibly risky election, he finds himself trapped
between the secular Kemalist authorities and the Islamists, all of whom are seeking to weaponise
the veiled girls, the suicides, and our protagonist's poetic soul. Ka has also come to Kars to find
Ipék, a beautiful student he met once upon a time at university. The snow blanketing the town
lends it the melancholic charm inherent to the world's forgotten places, an intense, feverish space
where existential void and the quest for meaning meet. Here, Ka is reunited with the poetic
inspiration he had lost. Like a whirling dervish, he is whipped through the extraordinary events
throwing the town into turmoil, as the wheel of history turns, and ultimately catches up with him.
Underpinned by a political backbone, the play unfolds in a multi-layered story, serving as an
examination of freedom and suicide, art and love, faith and the meaning of life, solitude and sense
of belonging. It questions these central themes, showcasing them through the unique prism
offered up by Istanbul, a city of both East and West, and home to our leading characters. The play
holds a mirror up to intertwining perspectives from both Europe and the Muslim East on
humanity's existential questions. This is the essence of the novel's urgency and beauty, a looking
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glass through which we view the never-ending encounter between Europe and the Muslim West,
and the live-wire tensions it triggers - now more relevant than ever.
I wanted to bring Snow to the stage to infuse the rich, contemporary essence of this novel with
the language of the theatre. I wanted to get my teeth into these burning issues, to bring the
dialogue between East and West to life at a time when rigid identity and religious politics are
imprisoning us in fatal mindsets on both shores of the Mediterranean.
Snow leads us back to the essence of theatre. The play is a tragedy that nevertheless embraces
humour that veers towards irony. The theatre, actors, and the question of art all play a key role in
the play as they come up against the political. This is a political piece in the truest sense of the
word, because it prompts reflection on the intimate, ingrained philosophies that humans seek to
implement in their urban spaces, thereby attempting, too, to lend meaning to life.
In adapting the novel, our goal was to ensure that the characters' tormented souls would haunt
audiences' imaginations. Who are these others, so different yet so familiar? This type of
knowledge cannot be gleaned by reading the papers or watching television.
How can we shift how we see others, foreigners, our enemies? How do we transform our
perception of the boundaries that exist between ourselves and others?
Behind each big project is the heady joy of birthing a creative energy that pushes me to challenge
the limits of my own sense of identity.
Blandine Savetier, October 2014

3. ADAPTED FROM THE NOVEL BY ORHAN PAMUK
In 2001, Orhan Pamuk wrote Snow, which was published in Turkey in 2002. Its French translation
was published in 2005 and won the Médicis Étranger award. A year later, Orhan Pamuk was
awarded the Nobel Prize for Literature.
In a television interview with TV5 Monde on 25 March 2017, Orhan Pamuk shared his thoughts on
his novel being adapted for the stage:
"I wrote this novel in 2001 in Turkey, and I wanted to experience it all over again.I had left the
book behind me. But three years ago, Blandine (Savetier) began working on an adaptation. The
last military coup also had an impact. I knew that the book I had conjured up and written 20 years
earlier was still alive. But I wanted to see it on the stage. I'm delighted with this adaptation. And I
could feel that my book was alive in this French adaptation."
Interviewed by Philippe Faner on 27 April 20171, Blandine Savetier looks back on her collaboration
with Orhan Pamuk:
What was it like collaborating with the author?
Blandine Savetier: This was such an important moment in my life. He isn't an easy person, he asks
a lot of questions before agreeing to the slightest thing. It took two years in total. A friendly
working relationship blossomed between us. And this then turned into real friendship. Every time
I needed to make a change, or had doubts, or a question, I would contact him. He wanted to see
whether my adaptation would 'take sides'. He always tries to put himself in his characters' shoes,
to understand what motivates them in order to help us understand where the violence stems
from, why people turn inwards to identity politics, the rise of political Islam.
Adapting such a complex novel inevitably means making decisions... I spent a lot of time working
on language, choosing the right words, restructuring sentences. Next, I focused on the political
and religious issues. In particular, how humans attempt to appropriate the city, and what happens
to people who are overpowered by the dominant group. I kept the parts of the novel that look at
faith, religious identity, theatre, and art."»

1 "Neige - Sur les traces du roman d’Orhan Pamuk, Blandine Savetier adapte, à La Criée, l’œuvre du prix Nobel de
littérature", interviewed by Philippe Faner for La Provence - Marseille Culture, 27 April 2017
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4. EXTRACTS FROM THE TEXT

THE DEAN

My son, I’ve finished my cake, excuse me, but I must be going.
THE ASSASSIN
Stay in your seat—sit down and I won’t have to use this. Do
you see what it is?
THE DEAN
A gun.
THE ASSASSIN
Yes, Professor. I hope you won’t be angry with me, but with
how far I’ve come to see you...it occurred to me that maybe
you wouldn’t want to listen to me, so I took precautions.
THE DEAN
My son, what is your name?
THE ASSASSIN
Vahit Suzme, Salim Fesmekân, does it matter, Professor? I am
a nameless defender of the nameless heroes who fight for their
faith, and who are victims of injustice in this secular and
materialistic country. I am a member of no organization. I
respect human rights and I am against violence. I am putting
my gun back in my jacket and all I ask is that you answer my
question.
THE DEAN
All right.
THE ASSASSIN
Sir, these girls have devoted years to their education and you
have clipped their wings. When a handful of them refused to
take off their headscarves, you called the police.
THE DEAN
I’m not the one who called the police.
THE ASSASSIN
Professor, don’t lie because you’re afraid of the gun in my
jacket. When the police dragged those girls through the dirt and
took them to the station, did you sleep with a clear conscience
that night?
THE DEAN
Transforming the veil into a symbol and turning this question
into a political game has made our girls’ lives even worse.
THE ASSASSIN
What game, sir? A girl killed herself. Is that a game? »
« NECIP
Sorry, can I put my hand on your forehead? In my novel, there
will be a scene exactly like this. (KA bends down, NECIP
places his palm on his forehead) I’m going to tell you what you
were thinking twenty years ago...
On a winter day, you were in high school, the snow was falling
and you were lost in your thoughts. You could hear the voice of
God in you, but you forced yourself to forget it. You heroically
ventured into the suffering of atheism to write good poems.
Only people who are intelligent and unhappy can write good
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poems. Once your inner voice of God was extinguished, you
found yourself alone in an empty universe.
KA
Yes, it’s true. Is that what you feel now?
NECIP
I knew you would ask me that.
KA
You don’t want to believe in God either? Is that it?
NECIP
I hear a little voice in me whispering: “What if he doesn’t
exist?” When I think that, a landscape appears before my eyes.
Like when I was little, and I wondered what would happen to
me if my parents died. What would it be like if God didn’t
exist?
KA
Tell me about this landscape.
NECIP
Are you going to turn it into a poem? Don’t mention my name.
As a trade, I want one thing.
KA
What’s that?
NECIP
I’ve written Kadife three letters. I want you to give them to her.
KA
Give me the letters and tell me about the landscape.
NECIP
That group over there is watching us, our guys too. Come on,
follow me.
They enter the public toilets.

« BLUE

She’ll agree. (He smokes a cigarette.) Talk to me about your
happiness.
KA
I have never loved anyone like this. Ipek is my last chance to be
happy.
BLUE
What is happiness?
KA
Finding a world that makes you forget the emptiness and
oppression. To hold someone in your arms as if they’re the
whole world...
(KA, struck with inspiration, writes the poem “Chess Game.”
BLUE reads over KA’s shoulder.)
...For years, I couldn’t write anymore. In Kars, all the channels
of poetry have reopened, I’m reconnected to the love of God.
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BLUE
I don’t want to shatter your illusions, but your love of God
comes out of Western romanticism. Here, if you believe in God
like a European, you’re ridiculous. And you can’t seriously
believe that you actually believe. You don’t belong in this
country, you aren’t even a Turk anymore. First try being like
everybody else, then try believing in God.
KA
Do you have a message for Kadife?
BLUE
Be careful, you might become a target. Whether it’s here or in
your beloved Europe, you’ll always be on your hands and
knees in front of them.
KA
Being happy is enough for me.
BLUE
All right, go away. And get this into your head: if you only look
for happiness, you’ll never find it.
Extracts from Snow by Blandine Savetier and Waddah Saab translated byTaylor Barrett Gaines

5. SELECTED PRESS REVIEWS
A subtle, faithful adaptation of Ohran Pamuk's novel

"Blandine Savetier and Waddah Saab spent three years adapting the novel, with ‘the author's
friendly support’. The playwriting and staging here is crystalline, precise, in line with the novel's
pace and epic scope. It follows Ka's internal journey (…), a troubled, complex character whose
certainties dissolve the deeper he plunges into a country he does not know. This is a fallible,
sometimes cowardly man, whose passion and love are marked by violent urges. Like Notes from
Underground's Dostoevsky, he is a man torn between tradition and modernity, the draw of
Europe and anger at the Westernised intelligentsia. In the second half of the play, this theme
gradually gives way to the theme of artistic activism, as explored through the theatre troupe
director (…), who goes on to stage his own death."
Sophie Joubert, L'Humanité, 6 February 2017
"Like snowflakes in a snowstorm, ideas flurry and whirl, on the brink of collision. A number of
ideas are thrust under the spotlight for examination: political Islamism and its violence, impasses,
and faulty solutions, as well as western consumerism and its limits, and the relationship between
East and West. Blandine Savetier, in line with Orhan Pamuk's novel, tackles existential,
philosophical issues turned political through images, the imaginary, everyday experiences and
feelings, as seen through lens of the human condition, with all its aspirations and limits. There is
no imperious, heavy-handed theory here.
Internal contradictions, torment, and U-turns (…) are showcased as images, as if the audience
were able to step inside the mind of a person turned mad by their own thoughts. A subtle
marriage of words (the power of the spoken word in taking apart ideas is exploited here) and
intimate stirrings that never engages in psychological bias." (…)
Christine Zimmer, Dernières Nouvelles d’Alsace, 8 February 2017
Meta-theatrical writing
"Snow also examines theatre and its power to challenge, its political dimension. Theatre within
theatre is employed throughout the second half, which draws on a central part of the novel, with
actors who are simply incredible in their restraint and impact, acting the part of actors. What
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power does theatre hold? What does political engagement mean? Can the political attempt to
muzzle theatre? Through violence?"
Christine Zimmer, Dernières Nouvelles d’Alsace, 8 February 2017

"Adapting Snow for the stage was both challenging and self-evident. It was challenging in that it
isn't easy to translate the full richness and density of Pamuk's novel, which tells the story of the
poet Ka's return to his native Turkey following a long exile in Germany. Pamuk's poetic prose, as
rendered in French by Jean-François Pérouse, is reminiscent of Chekov, Dostoevsky, and
Mallarmé. Yet it was also self-evident in the sense that the novel is inherently theatrical, with its
performance that ends in a coup, and with a lot of air time given over to the character of the actor
and stage director Sunay Zaim, who heads up a "Brechtian and Bakhtinian" theatre company.
What also made it feel like an entirely natural extension is that the themes Pamuk touches on
remain breathtakingly contemporary, despite the novel having been written nearly fifteen years
ago: the weight of religion, the key difference between secularism and atheism, the issue of the
veil, and of freedom of expression."
Corinne François-Denève, Un fauteuil pour l’orchestre, 1 April 2017

6. THE PLAY IN FRANCE
The adaptation of Snow was written by Blandine Savetier who staged its first run from 1 to 15
February 2017 at the Théâtre National de Strasbourg.
Blandine Savetier's adaptation was then staged numerous other times at the following venues:
14 March 2017: Le Bateau Feu, Dunkerque
From 18 to 28 March 2017: Manufacture des Œillets, Théâtre des Quartiers d’Ivry – Scène
Dramatique Nationale
From 27 to 29 April 2017: Théâtre de La Criée, Marseille
5 and 6 May 2017: Maison de la Culture de Bourges
11 and 12 May 2017: Théâtre Liberté – Scène Nationale de Toulon
18 and 19 October 2017: La Comédie de Saint-Etienne – CDN
19 and 20 January 2018: La Filature – Scène Nationale de Mulhouse
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II. The playwrights
WADDAH SAAB
Waddah Saab is French, with a Lebanese background. He grew up in
Senegal.
He graduated in physics and chemistry, then studied public
administration. He initially worked at the European Commission,
managing and designing European policies related to the European
Union enlargement, climate change and marine environment
protection.
Passionate about literature and theatre, he joined Blandine Savetier's
theatre company in 2001. Since then, he has worked as a dramaturg
and artistic collaborator with her.
From 2014 till 2016, he wrote, together with Blandine Savetier, the
adaptation of Orhan Pamuk's Snow for theatre. After a tour in France
and China in 2017 and 2018, staged readings of the play were performed at The Graduate Centre
- City University of New York in October 2018, then at the 2nd International Columbia University
Play Reading Festival in June 2019.
In 2018, Waddah Saab adapted for theatre, together with Blandine Savetier, a short story
extracted from Orhan Pamuk's Black Book. The play, L'homme qui voulait être une île, was first
performed at Théâtre National de Strasbourg in November 2018, and then at "Journées Théâtrales
de Carthage" in Tunis, in December 2018.
In 2019, he wrote with Blandine Savetier a multi-day adaptation of Homer's Odyssey in 13
episodes, created in Festival d’Avignon in July 2019, and then toured in MUCEM - Marseille,
Théâtre National de Strasbourg and Théâtre de la Villette - Paris.
Together with his work as a dramaturg, Waddah Saab works with European Foundations for the
protection of the marine environment and environmental transition.

BLANDINE SAVETIER
Blandine Savetier splits her time between France and Belgium.
She has lived in Africa, the United States, Russia, and Central
Asia. Having started with drawing and a Masters in Performing
Arts, she received training in acting from Claude Buchvald,
Stanislas Nordey, Thierry Salmon (Belgium), and Marc Liebens
(Belgium), and attended master classes taught by Anatoly
Vassiliev in Moscow and Paris. She then joined the Unité
Nomade de Formation à la Mise en Scène directed by Josyane
Horville, where she worked with André Engel, Bob Wilson, and
Krystian Lupa. She has worked on artistic collaborations with
artists such as Stanislas Nordey and Thierry Roisin.
She has been an associate artist at the Théâtre National de Strasbourg directed by Stanislas
Nordey since September 2014. She also spent seven years working as an associate artist at the
Comédie de Béthune, Centre Dramatique National du Nord Pas-de-Calais.
She staged her first professional play, Stabat Mater Furiosa by Jean-Pierre Siméon, in Brussels in
2002 (which went on to tour France and Lebanon), and founded the Longtemps Je Me Suis
Couché de Bonne Heure company. The list of plays she has staged includes: The Ruthless Killer
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Hasse Karlsson... by Henning Mankell (Comédie de Béthune, Théâtre Gérard Philipe, Théâtre de la
Place in Liège), The President by Thomas Bernhard (Comédie de Béthune - Théâtre National de la
Colline, Théâtre de Liège), the Syndicat de la Critique prize, Le Marin de Pessoa (Théâtre National
de Bretagne), La Petite Pièce en Haut de l'Escalier by Carole Fréchette (TNB – Festival Mettre en
Scène – Théâtre du Rond-Point), Happy Days by Samuel Beckett (Comédie de Béthune – Théâtre
de la Commune Aubervilliers, Théâtre National de Toulouse), La Vie dans les Plis by Henri Michaux
(Comédie de Béthune – Théâtre Nanterre-Amandiers), and Love and Money by Denis Kelly
(Théâtre National de Strasbourg - Théâtre du Rond-Point). She runs regular performance
readings at the Théâtre Ouvert and the Théâtre National de Strasbourg. She staged and directed
Snow by Orhan Pamuk at the Théâtre National de Strasbourg in 2017. The production has since
toured France and abroad (China, the United States, Tunisia). It has just been awarded the
Columbia University School of the Arts International Play Reading Festival Prize. In 2019, she
staged a production of Homer's Odyssey at the Festival d'Avignon, a saga featuring a diverse cast
(part of the 1er Acte programme) and 30 am-dram actors, which toured Marseille's Mucem,
Strasbourg's TNS, and the Grande Halle de la Villette in Paris.
She regularly teaches classes in national theatre schools (Théâtre National de Strasbourg, Théâtre
National de Bretagne, CNSAD, the Académie du Limousin, Atelier Volant du Théâtre National de
Toulouse, the Centre des Arts Scéniques and the Théâtre National in Brussels, the 1er Acte
programme, in Tunis, and in Beijing). She is head of the Classe Préparatoire section at the Théâtre
de Mulhouse, founded in cooperation with the TNS and La Filature in 2018. Directing her actors is
a key part of her work as a stage director, and is an endless source of learning for her.
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III. The play elsewhere
1. TRANSLATOR’S FOREWORD: TAYLOR BARRETT GAINES
Taylor Barrett Gaines is a French-English translator and theatre maker
based in Brooklyn. Her translation of the theatrical adaptation of Snow
by Orhan Pamuk received staged readings at the Segal Center in 2018
(which she co-produced) and at the 2019 International Play Reading
Festival at Columbia. She has been an invited translator at the
Rencontres de Traduction at the Dramaturgies en Dialogue festival in
Montreal. Her supertitles have appeared at the Seuls en Scène festival at
Princeton, and in the independent theatre production of Fragments of a
Star in New York (for which she was also the General Manager). Her
translation of a day by Québécoise playwright gabrielle chapdelaine was
read at the American Literary Translators Association conference in
2019. She is currently a Cultural Affairs Officer at the Quebec
Government Office in New York.
© Alice Teeple

« The translation of Snow is a journey that began three years ago, in 2017. When I discovered
that a version of Snow existed for the stage, I was immediately excited by the possibility of its
debut on an American stage.
One of the primary reasons I fell in love with this story was its parallels and echoes of the
contemporary cultural moment. Snow is about a people experiencing cultural schizophrenia, with
each side finding the other both incomprehensible and even abhorrent. It is about a deep distrust
and of the government, religion, and the institutions meant to take care of us; a society turned
crucible by an act of nature, human behavior like something out of Kafka, the discovery of the
flimsiness of national identity, the desire for pure happiness that can only find its source in a
misguided return to innocence, to the past. All of this is experienced within a Muslim framework,
which refreshes and compounds its power. But unlike our current societal reflex, the audience
experience isn’t one where it’s easy to choose a side: in Snow, the ideological enemy isn’t a
clown and a caricature, but full of charisma and humanity, forcing us to question our assumptions
and our allegiances. The resonance in the American context was profound when it was written in
2000, more so in 2017, and is dizzying now, which only speaks to the enduring genius of Pamuk.
(…)
The central challenge of this translation has been striking the balance between a work that is
deeply literary in its epic scope and its characters with a razor-sharp and eloquently expressed
understanding of their thoughts, feelings, perspectives, and place in the world—and the oral,
aural, and rhythmic demands of theatrical language. This has been at the heart of my work with
actors, and now, at the end of this process, is what indicates to me that the translated play is
ready for a full production for an Anglophone audience. And there is the central joy of translated
theatre—as all artists who make live performance know, the layers of artistic interpretation, the
transformation from the written to the embodied, and the innovation that occurs as art makes its
way from one language and culture and audience to another, is value added, multiplied, and
indefinite. »
Taylor Barrett Gaines
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2. SNOW AROUND THE WORLD
Blandine Savetier's production tours China
Following fifty performances on tour across France, Blandine Savetier's adaptation of Snow
headed for China, where it was performed 16 times as part of the Croisements cultural festival run
by China's French Embassy, the Chinese venue network Poly, and the China Shanghai
International Arts Festival.
Accolades from across the pond
The English translation of Snow was awarded a prize at the Columbia University School of the
Arts International Play Reading Festival in New York.
The play was selected for a performed reading from 10 to 16 June 2019 at Columbia University's
Lenfest Centre for the Arts. The two playwrights, Waddah Saab and Blandine Savetier, were
awarded prizes at the event.
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IV. The Contxto network

In order to raise the international profile of francophone dramatic writing, ARTCENA joined with
the French Ministry of Culture, the French Ministry of Europe and Foreign Affairs, the Institut
Français and the SACD (French Society of Dramatic Writers and Composers) to launch Contxto.
This network aims to support the translation, promotion and international staging of works by
Francophone playwrights. Contxto enjoys international presence thanks to its partner members,
Instituts Français branches around the world and embassy services, drawing on their expertise
and networks of local operators.

Contxto is coordinated by ARTCENA
68 rue de la Folie Méricourt
75011 Paris
France
artcena.fr
contact@artcena.fr
(+33) 1 55 28 10 10
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